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Abstract 
It is publicly known that radioactive and nuclear materials can be shielded not only 

with passive protection but also be masked with legally transported radioactive substances. 
These radioactive substances can be contained as medical radionuclides incorporated in 
human body or in cargos with high content of natural isotopes 40K, 232Th, 238

Dosimeters, search monitors or radiation portal monitors have insufficient capability 
for this objective. It is necessary to use much more intellectual instruments that can detect 
both gamma radiation and other types of radiation (neutron, alpha, beta), recognize 
radionuclide type and identify it with high probability.  

U etc. This 
constitutes an additional serious obstacle to detection of radioactive substances trafficking. 

To address these objectives, we have developed portable scintillation gamma 
spectrometers AT6101 and AT6102 with neutron radiation detection and measurement of 
surface contamination with alpha and beta particles. 

Gamma scintillation spectrometry methods using NaI(Tl) crystal allow to detect 
source of gamma radiation, measure ambient dose rate equivalent of gamma radiation and 
identify radionuclide composition. 

The implemented spectrometry method of gamma radiation dose rate measurement 
using ‘spectrum-dose’ function allows to measure ambient dose rate equivalent of gamma 
radiation with relative error up to 20%.  

Radionuclide identification is based on channel-by-channel spectrum convolution with 
the second derivative from Gaussian function. Peak search and analysis and peak position 
comparison to energy values of gamma lines of library radionuclides is performed in 
convolution spectrum. Analysis of relative intensity of detected gamma lines with peak 
detection threshold overrun allows qualitative definition of radionuclide composition in object 
under examination. 

The special feature of the spectrometers is LED stabilization through spectrometric 
path. The stabilization system covers PEM, pre-amplifier, shaping amplifier, analog-digital 
converter and high-voltage power source. 
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